We analyze some nontrivial cooperative adsorption-desorption models that exhibit trivial random steady states. The subtle balance in dynamical processes maintaining these steady states is elucidated. In addition, we analyze the complicated kinetics of the approach to the steady state.
the adlayer statistics are always random, and in the steady state 6-k, (k, +kd) '-= v, 6 k, (k, +kd) (ii) The Dickman-Burschka (DB) model differs from the random model in that desorption is allowed at filled sites only with one or more empty NN sites. Consider a lattice of coordination number z, and let e, denote the partial coverage of "trapped" filled sites with all NN's filled. Then, with 6= -1 -6 as above, one has that de -k.6k, (6 -6, ) .
dt
(2)
Detailed studies of kinetics of cooperative adsorptiondesorption processes on lattices originated with the work of Glauber. ' He presented an exactly solvable onedimensional model in which the microscopic rates reflected nearest-neighbor (NN) interactions and an equilibrium steady state of coverage 6 -, ' was achieved. (In magnetic language, this was the spin-flip kinetic Ising model in zero external field. ) The corresponding twodimensional model has also been studied extensively. 2 More generally, one can adjust the microscopic adsorption rates (by varying the gas pressure) relative to the desorption rates to obtain steady states with various e. In this broader context, there is much current interest in models with nonequilibrium steady states which exhibit "kinetic phase transition" as some control parameter, e.g. , a partial pressure, is varied.
Such behavior is seen in simple models for catalytic reactions.
In this contribution, we explore further nonequilibrium adsorption-desorption phenomena, elucidating the behavior of a novel class of cooperative models which support random steady states, rather than exhibiting kinetic phase transitions. We begin by describing three superficially similar adsorption-desorption models which exhibit quite distinct kinetic and/or steady-state behavior.
(i) The random model: Adsorption (desorption) occurs at empty (filled) sites with rate k, (kd) . Thus if 6 =1 -6, one has de k, e -kd6, Clearly there always exists a trivial (adsorbing) steady state with 6 6, 1. More generally, there is a critical value v, of v= k, (k, +kd ) ' such that (a) for v (v"a nontrivial steady state exists, which can be thought of as a perturbation of the random-model steady state; (b) for v~v "the trivial adsorbing steady state with 6 1 is always attained. In the mean-field theory where 6, is approximated by 6'+', analysis of the steady states of (2) implies that v, z(1+z) ' . This greatly overestimates the exact value due to neglect of clustering near v, (Refs. 3 and 4) which boosts 6, and thus lowers the total desorption rate from the mean-field prediction. Critical exponents also differ from mean-field values, apparently assuming the same values as for contact processes (CP). ' The CP differ from the DB model only in that the desorption rate is proportional to the number of empty NN sites.
(iii) The Bretag-Dauis-Kerr-Hurst (BDKH) model differs from the random model in that both adsorption and desorption are allowed only at sites with one or more empty NN sites. If 6, denotes the fraction of "trapped" empty sites with all NN filled, then with 6 and 6, as above, one has that -k.(6 -6.)kd(6 -6,) .
( 3) dt This model was proposed as a cooperative generalization of the Hodgkin-Huxley model for membrane conductance.
Here empty (filled) sites correspond to active (inactive) membrane subunits, and conducting pores correspond to lattice cells surrounded by active subunits; microscopic rates can be controlled by an applied voltage.
Henceforth, we focus primarily on the behavior of the BDKH model. Here one finds that the steady state corresponds to the random model random steady state, i.e. , the cooperativity does not affect the steady state. This is clearly consistent with (3). We shall provide a proof of this result below, and shall also describe some interesting generalizations.
First, however, we elucidate the balance in dynamical processes implicit in the maintenance of the random steady state in the BDKH model. For v =-k, (k, +kd) J. W. EVANS Hole creation: suppose that two desorption events occur by a hole, before adsorption occurs, to create an empty triple. Then, with probability 3, the center site fills leaving two separated holes, i.e. , h h+ h (except for triangular triplets on a triangular lattice). This process has a rate k, O(v ).
For this regime v&&1, the quantitative balance between the effective rates of destruction of holes, not created from the same "parent" (R ) and creation of holes (R+) is seen as follows. We specify rates per hole. Clearly one has R -kq/(N), where (N) denotes the average number of random-walk steps required for a hole to reach a nearby hole. Since each hole is associated with on average Next consider R+k,P, where P is the probability that two holes created from the sample parent will not recombine before O((N)) steps. Thus, P should scale like the probability that a walker on a perfect lattice has not returned to its starting point in O((N) ) steps, i.e. , P -(N) 'i for D 1, ) in(N)( ' for D 2, P""~&0 for D~3. (From Polya's theorem, return is certain for D & 3.) Thus, using the (N)-scaling results above, one finds that R+ scales like R, as v 0, in all lattice dimensions, which is the required result.
Next we characterize the kinetics of the BDKH model, which is far from trivial in contrast to its steady state. We consider the following two rate regimes.
(i) The "induction" regime kd»k, starting from a state with low hole concentration, e cp. This regime is of particular interest in membrane conduction experiments. ' Ignoring adsorption yields a picture of empty patches expanding about holes through desorption at their perimeters. These individual patches will have roughly circular Eden cluster structure and expand at a constant rate. Eventually empty patches will meet creating irregular percolating empty regions. ' In the cp 0 limit, this process is described by a continuum "cell model" picture in which circles (representing empty patches) expand at constant rate about "seeds" randomly distributed in the plane. ' " Here eexp(eel, k)t ), (s) dP(n, r) -gw, . (n, )P(n, , r)gw, (n)P(n, r) .
(7)
Here w~(n) gives the rate of change from n to nj through an adsorption or desorption event at site j.For the random model, these rates satisfy wg(n) -k, (1n, )+kdn, , and the steady state is given by Pp(n) QPp(tli), where Pp(n, ) -vn, + v(1n, ) . This follows from the identities wg(n, )Pp(n)) -w, (n)Pp(n) .
(8)
For the BDKH model, one has w~(n) QJ(n)wg(n) with "projector" QJ 1 QJ, nk, where theproduct is over NN sites to j. The random model steady state is also a steady state for this model since wj (nj )Pp(nj ) -wj (n)Pp(n), which follows immediately from (8) and the identity Q, (n) -Q, (n, ) .
(10)
In fact, it is clear the Pp(n) will be a steady state for any choice of QJ satisfying (10). Physically, this just says that if one modifies the random model by applying the same and so the membrane conductance, which is proportional to e in this regime, exhibits the familiar inductive form.
Of course when e is reduced to O(v), balancing adsorption becomes important.
(ii) The "saturation" regime k, »kd kinetics evolve in three stages: (1) empty sites are filled eff'ectively irreversible at rate k"provided they have an empty NN site, creating a distribution of isolated holes. This kinetics (ignoring kd), and the associated development of short-range correlations, can be analyzed exactly; ' (2) the resulting "high" density of holes is reduced by the random-walk mediated annihilation process, h+h h, with microscopic hopping rate O(kd), as described above. The associated "long-time" kinetics (kdt) ' for D 1, e-Iin«dr) l(kdr) «rD 2,
(kdt) ' for D~3, is not mean-fieldlike for D & 3 due to fluctuation or correlation effects (3) when e is reduced to O(v), rates for hole destruction and creation become competitive, producing a steady state.
Finally, we present the proof that the BDKH model has a random steady state, and discuss various generalizations of this result. Let n (n~, n2, . . . ) denote the state of a lattice where n~0 (nj 1) if site j is empty (filled); ni is obtained from n by replacing nj with 1ni The. probability, P(n, t), that the lattice is in state n at time t satisfies the master equations' constraint to the microscopic adsorption and desorption processes, then the random model steady state still applies.
A cautionary note is appropriate here. For the random steady state to be relevant, it must be attainable from the initial state by the allowed microscopic processes. Certainly this is true for the BDKH model, for all but an initially filled lattice. However, consider modifying the random model on a square lattice by demanding that microscopic adsorption and desorption processes occur only at sites with the following.
(a) At least two empty NN sites Thi.s model clearly supports many nonrandom steady states. These include all "static" distributions of isolated empty sites and empty NN pairs separated by three or more lattice vectors. Also included are states where the only empty sites (or clusters thereof) are contained in rectangular regions separated by three or more lattice vectors. Here empty sites can never occur outside these confining rectangles, as this would require desorption at a site with three or more filled NN's. However, these steady states will involve empty-site Auctuations within the rectangles. Next, consider specifically the rate regime kg)&k, . One might still expect that for "typical" initial states on infinite lattices, the system never gets trapped in one of the above "high-coverage" configurations, and eventually achieves a random low-coverage steady state. This assertion is motivated by the observation that if one neglects adsorption, this model with a random initial state corresponds to the bootstrap percolation problem, for three clusters. ' Here atoms with less than three filled NN's are progressively removed from the lattice until only a three-coordinated cluster remains. It can be shown that, no matter how high the initial coverage, the lattice always empties completely (rather than becom-ing trapped). ' This comparison with bootstrap percolation also suggests that the kinetics of the kq»k, regime will exhibit complicated metastable behavior (cf. Ref.
17
). Finally, consider the regime k, »ks. Here an initially empty square lattice will quickly fill to e=0.66 (the saturation coverage for random filling of sites with less than three filled NN's) . ' Evolution beyond that stage will clearly be very slow.
(b) At least three empty NN sites The. n closed "circuits or loops" of filled sites cannot be created or destroyed. From an initially empty lattice, one achieves a nonrandom steady state consisting of an ensemble of Eden-type trees, ' i.e. , clusters containing no closed loops.
(c) All four NN sites empty. Then clusters of more than one filled site cannot be created or destroyed. From an initially empty lattice, one achieves a nonrandom steady state describing an equilibrated lattice gas with infinitely repulsive NN interactions, and fugacity p k,/ks. Instead of exploring further variations of the BDKH model, we conclude by commenting on more general manifestations of the invariance of steady states. Modifying the adsorption and desorption rates for any process in the same way by a factor Q~s atisfying (10) will leave the steady state invariant. For example, one might enhance or inhibit these rates according to the configurations of the second, third, . . . , NN sites without affecting the steady state.
